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Able to automatically detect, handle and even recover from common disk related
issues. Use to examine disk errors, file systems, partitions, partition types, total disk
space, and optimize disks. Quickly gain access to disk health information, such as
device and controller temperatures, S.M.A.R.T. (Self-Monitoring, Analysis and
Reporting Technology) attributes, data integrity, and the write endurance and

lifetime of your disks. The product runs on Windows 7, 8, and 10. It is free for
personal use and up to five concurrent users. It is not free for commercial use.

Download Link ActiveSMART 5.2.5.2014.0513 Description: ActiveSMART Pro is
an information gathering and diagnostics tool which will help you determine how
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much data you have stored on your hard disk, and how much space that data is
taking up. It is an easy to use tool that will show you your hard disk's storage usage
and identify areas of your hard disk where the most disk space is being used. The
program will also show you information regarding your hard disk, including your

hard drive's performance, hardware health, data integrity, and S.M.A.R.T.
attributes. Using the data gathered from the information it retrieves, ActiveSMART

will provide recommendations about how to save disk space, how to reduce hard
drive performance bottlenecks and how to ensure that your hard drive is

performing optimally. ActiveSMART is designed to be easy to use and comes in
three easy to use packages: the free ActiveSMART Lite version, ActiveSMART
Pro and ActiveSMART Enterprise. You can run ActiveSMART on its own as a

standalone program or you can use it as a disk space analyzer that is integrated into
your operating system. ActiveSMART also offers monitoring tools that allow you

to schedule ActiveSMART to run at certain times so that you will be notified if any
problems occur. ActiveSMART monitors your hard drive for the following issues:

disk errors, file system corruption, file system fragmentation, total disk space,
performance bottlenecks and disk reliability, among others. The software is

compatible with both 32-bit and 64-bit Windows operating systems and also runs on
Mac OS X. In addition, the software comes with the Mac version of ActiveSMART
Lite. Using ActiveSMART Pro you can analyze the following information for your

hard disk: device and controller temperatures, disk space and file system usage
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ActiveSMART 

Active SMART is a feature-rich application suite with tools for keeping track of
your hard drive's health status, in order to detect and prevent any issues that may
cause unexpected data loss. Active SMART is presented in a standard window with
multiple tabs, each addressing a critical area of the HDD. To get started you can
look into an overview on disk health, performance, temperature and total free
space, together with disk monitoring statistics and drive temperature history. When
it comes to disk information, Active SMART shows the drive model name, serial
number, firmware, capacity and type, along with in-depth drive details focusing on
local volumes, logical sectors, transfer mode, device info (e.g. removable media
feature set support), power supply, and security (e.g. enhanced security erase
support). Monitors S.M.A.R.T. attributes Active SMART also monitors S.M.A.R.T
attributes and shows the T.E.C. data, value, threshold and worst values, and status.
These include end-to-end error, head flying hours, total read and written LBA,
command timeout, and airflow temperature. Another module of the app suite
enables you to submit a disk or folder for analysis, in order to get a graphical
representation with the files occupying the most space on disk (a legend is
available). Benchmarks disk temperature Additionally, you can run a benchmark on
disk temperature by picking a date range, in order to evaluate a history chart. Last
but not least, Active SMART comprises a file shredding tool for permanently
eliminating data, and records important hard drive events to a log section, while
giving you the possibility of saving them to file (CSV format) for further scrutiny.
With this app you can do the following: - Save time by avoiding endless boring
processes. - Find bad sectors on your drive. - Boost computer performance. - Make
computer more secure. - Monitor disk health with an easy-to-use interface. -
Manage and use your hard drive. - Make the most of removable media. - Get alerts
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about events that might be a cause of data loss. You can create a user profile with
your data and then easily share it with other users. Active SMART is packed with
features such as: - A customizable report and chart - Data migration, comparing,
and merging - Disk info (model, serial number, firmware, capacity, type

What's New in the ActiveSMART?

Data recovery software is so widely demanded, especially by the PC users.
Nowadays, it becomes a daily activity for you to find out whether there is any data
loss in your PC due to virus attack, hardware failure or even accidental deletion.
You might need to recover deleted files, backup data or recover lost partition. For
this purpose, you need a reliable data recovery software. Free File Recovery is a
data recovery utility software for you. It is a must-have piece of data recovery
software for Windows PC. It is able to restore files from all kinds of the data loss
situations. It provides several choices for you to choose. And it also displays all the
recoverable files in one graphical interface. You could also preview files by
dragging them to the preview window. The software could also restore the lost
partition automatically. You can preview the recovered file before you recover it.
Data Recovery Kit,Data Recovery,Data Recovery Software,Data Recovery
Wizard,Recover Deleted Data Data Recovery and Data Recovery Kit is a Windows-
based data recovery software.It is designed to recover your lost or deleted data from
any storage media (hard drive, memory stick, USB devices, CD, etc). It enables you
to preview and recover deleted files easily. Data Recovery and Data Recovery Kit is
a powerful and easy to use data recovery utility software. It is a great choice for
both professionals and novice users. Also, you can preview lost and deleted files
and folder by simply dragging them to the preview window. For more detailed
information, you can refer to its detailed user's manual. EasyDataRecovery Pro is a
professional file recovery software for Windows users. It can recover lost files or
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data from an empty Recycle Bin, formatted USB devices, deleted files on C:\, D:\
and E:\ drives, and more. It supports more than 160 file types and recovers deleted
files from all types of storage devices including memory cards, flash drives, USB
drives, SD cards, hard drives, cameras, MP3 players, mobile phones, etc. All files
recovered will be saved into specified destination. It also has two simple and
intuitive interface to help you quickly scan, preview, recover and manage files.
High quality: R-Studio is based on the best-known and most powerful programming
language, R. R is widely used for data mining and predictive modeling, including
supervised and unsupervised learning algorithms. High speed: Compared to other
software, R-Studio supports a variety of algorithms to perform various data mining,
visual analysis and predictive modeling tasks with high speed and efficiency. Save
time: R-Studio uses the existing pre-built packages that make you save your time
when performing various data mining tasks. Note: RStudio, as an R-Studio
extension, can only be installed in RStudio 1.1 or later version. For more
information, please visit
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System Requirements:

Supported Web Servers Connectivity Required: Recommended: Additional:
Supported Web Server Environments Recommended Web Server Configuration
Required Configurations Recommended Web Server - General Configuration
Windows Server 2012 with the.NET Framework 4.5 IIS 8.0 The provider name is
\yourdomainname The site has the IP address: Port Number: 80
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